
1ICM 1998, Berlin, Aug. 18{27Abstracts of Plenary and Invited LecturesSection:0. Plenary Lectures1991 MS Classi�cation: 14XXVoevodsky, Vladimir, Northwestern University, USAHomotopy Theory of Algebraic VarietiesAlgebraic varieties over a �eld form a category which is both similar toand very di�erent from the category of topological spaces. Formalization ofdi�erent aspects of this elusive similarity was always among main sources ofnew proofs and constructions both in algebraic geometry and in topology.In the last several years it became clear that there is a theory which providescommon framework for many di�rent constructions of this type. This theoryis called the homotopy theory of algebraic varieties. It is based on simpleobservation that the category of algebraic varieties over any �eld has anobject which is analogous to the unit interval in the topological categorynamely the a�ne line A1.Earlier attempts to use this analogy to construct algebro-geometrical ver-sions of of di�erent topological (co-)homology theories go back to Karoubi,Villamayor, Jardine, Weibel and Suslin. In this talk I will outline the mainfeatures of the homotopy theory of algebraic varieties over �elds of char-acteristic zero as we see it now. In its present form this theory originatedin the work of Fabien Morel and myself. It provides foundations for mostof the new constructions used in the recent proof of the Milnor conjecturerelating K-theory, etale cohomology and quadratic forms over �elds.The naive notion of A1-homotopy classes of morphisms in the category ofalgebraic varieties over k is replaced in this theory by a more technical oneof morphisms in an appropriately de�ned homotopy category of algebraicvarieties. This category is the homotopy category associated with a com-plete and cocomplete, proper, simplicial closed model category in the senseof Quillen which we call the category of spaces SPC(k) over k. There isa functor from the category V ar=k of algebraic varieties over k to SPC(k)which is almost a full embedding and almost a surjection on isomorphismclasses of objects.The main distinctive feature of the homotopy theory in SPC(k) is theexistence of two di�erent circles - one corresponding to the a�ne line withtwo points glued together and another one to the a�ne line without a point.This leads to two di�erent suspension functors on the category of pointedspaces over k which both have to be inverted to get the stable homotopycategory SHot(k).Any object in SHot(k) de�nes in the usual way a cohomology theory onthe category of algebraic varieties. Since there are two suspensions all theICM 1998 Berlin � Plenary and Invited Lectures



2 0. Plenary Lecturestheories obtained this way are bi-indexed. I will describe briey three fun-damental examples of such theories. Homotopy algebraic K-theory (an A1-homotopy invariant version of algebraic K-theory �rst introduced by C.Weibel) turns out to be representable by a spectrum BGL directly anal-ogous to the usual BU spectrum in topology. Algebraic cobordism is thetheory representable by a direct analog MGL of the Thom spectrum MU .It plays fundamental role of the universal theory with direct image homo-morphisms for all smooth proper morphisms. Motivic cohomology is thetheory representable by Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ whose terms arede�ned as in�nite symmetric powers of spheres (analogous to the de�nitionof Eilenberg-MacLane spaces through the Dold-Thom theorem).We strongly believe that all the usual operations connecting the topologi-cal prototypes of these theories have analogs in algebro-geometrical setting.Some of them such that characteristic classes are relatively straightforward.Others like Steenrod operations in motivic cohomology are more di�cultto construct. Yet others like \motivic" analogs of Atiyah-Hirzebruch spec-tral sequences for algebraic K-theory and algebraic cobordisms are still un-known.
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